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Next-generation large-volume detectors, such as GRAND, POEMMA, Trinity, TAROGE-M, and
PUEO, have been designed to search for ultrahigh-energy cosmic rays (UHECRs) and cosmic neutrinos
with unprecedented sensitivity. We propose to use these detectors to search for new physics beyond the
Standard Model (BSM). By considering the simple case of a right-handed neutrino that mixes exclusively
with the active τ neutrino, we demonstrate that the existence of new physics can increase the probability for
ultrahigh-energy (UHE) neutrinos to propagate through the Earth and produce extensive air showers that
will be measurable soon. We compare the fluxes of such showers that would arise from various diffuse and
transient sources of high-energy neutrinos, both in the Standard Model and in the presence of a right-
handed neutrino. We show that detecting events with emergence angles ≳10 deg is promising to probe the
existence of BSM physics, and we study the sensitivities of GRAND and POEMMA in this scenario. In
particular, we show that the hypothesis of a right-handed neutrino with a mass of Oð1–16Þ GeV may be
probed in the future for mixing angles as small as jUτN j2 ≳ 10−7, thus competing with existing and
projected experimental limits.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The search for ultrahigh-energy (UHE) cosmic neutrinos
has attracted more and more attention in the last decades as
new generations of ground-based detectors such as the
Auger observatory, IceCube, and ANTARES and balloon
experiments such as ANITA have begun to use volumes
large enough to probe the existence of the so-called
Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin (GZK) spectrum. This diffuse
flux of UHE neutrinos, originating from the scattering of
proton cosmic rays on the cosmic microwave background,
is predicted to spread over energies as large as Oð10–100Þ
exaelectronvolts (EeV). Although the GZK spectrum
remains undetected, the increasing sensitivity of future
large-volume detectors such as POEMMA [1,2], GRAND
[3], Trinity [4], TAMBO [5], or TAROGE-M [6] is likely to
render its detection possible within the next few decades.
Transient sources, which can last from hundreds of

seconds to a few months, constitute another compelling
source of UHE neutrinos in the cosmos. By injecting
significant amounts of energy over a relatively short time,

they constitute some of the most promising sources with
energy and flux sufficient for detection. Experimentally
speaking, the search for a time-dependent neutrino source
is also known to reduce the background due to atmospheric
neutrinos and muons [7,8], favoring their detection com-
pared to diffuse fluxes. Active galactic nuclei, neutron-star/
black-hole mergers, and gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are
examples of such transients (see Ref. [9] and references
therein for a recent review) that will become increasingly
important in the years to come, as they constitute crucial
channels for discovery in the field of multi-messenger
astronomy.
It is predicted that, if a transient event were to occur

at a distance ofOð10Þ Mpc, future detectors would observe
a large number of neutrino events. Indeed, GRAND,
POEMMA, Trinity, TAROGE-M, and PUEO may each
see hundreds of UHE neutrinos in such a case
[1,2,4,6,9,10]. Depending on the location of this transient
source in the Universe and the location of the detector on (or
around) the Earth, this number of events may vary, as the
chord length between the point of incidence of a UHE
neutrino entering the Earth and the point where it reaches the
detector may vary. In the Standard Model (SM) of particle
physics, UHE neutrinos may only propagate through the
Earth for relatively short distances (≲Oð100Þ km). Indeed,
the neutrino-nucleon scattering cross-section increases with
the energy of the incoming particle, and its mean free path
through the Earth decreases accordingly. For this reason, the
GZK spectrum, or any transient source that is close enough
to the Earth, is most likely to be detected first via the
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observation of UHE neutrinos that do not traverse long
distances through the Earth before hitting a detector, but
instead enter the Earth’s surfacewith small incidence angles.
Sensors such as GRAND and Trinity were designed

primarily to measure such Earth-skimming UHE neutrinos
with the highest possible accuracy. However, other detec-
tors, such as the existing collaboration ANITA, its upgrade
PUEO, or the space-based project POEMMA, typically
observe upward-propagating cosmic rays from a very high
altitude and can therefore observe UHE neutrinos that
could, in principle, exit the Earth with larger incidence/
emergence angles. A few years ago, the ANITA collabo-
ration detected events that were interpreted as upward-
propagating but featured large emergence angles (≳30°)
and were thus reported as anomalous, as they were not
associated with any point-like transient emission. This
claim triggered much attention from particle physics
theorists, since SM neutrinos are unlikely to propagate
over such large distances through the Earth [11]. Instead,
new physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM) may lead
to different predictions, which led theorists to interpret
these ANITA events as a hint of new physics [12–24].
In this work, we demonstrate, using the simple case of a

OðGeVÞ right-handed neutrino, that detecting UHE neu-
trinos with large incidence/emergence angles in the context
of multimessenger astronomy can serve as a compelling
test of new physics scenarios. In particular, several studies
have pointed out that new physics could affect the propa-
gation and energy loss of UHE neutrinos when propagating
through the Earth [12,13]. It could alter the angular
distribution of the extensive air showers (EAS) measured
by ANITA, for instance, as compared to SM predictions.
This idea was explored by considering the possible
modification of the neutrino-nucleon cross section due to
the presence of new physics [25–27]. The authors of
Ref. [26] showed that measuring the angular distribution
of a hundred events by GRAND or POEMMA could help
to measure this cross-section with a 20% accuracy. Here we
also envision that the propagation of new physics states
may aid UHE neutrinos in traversing the Earth with long
chord lengths, and study how this can be used to prove the
existence of new physics using large-volume detectors.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we introduce

the particle physicsmodel we consider throughout this work.
We then describe in Sec. III how the presence of a right-
handed neutrino in the theory affects the propagation ofUHE
neutrinos through the Earth. In Sec. IV we discuss which
detectors aremost sensitive to such effects and compute their
corresponding effective areas. Finally, we define in Sec. V
our searching strategy and present our results in Sec. VI,
before concluding in Sec. VII.

II. THE MODEL

The minimal extension of the SM leptonic sector we
consider contains the three generations of SM left-handed

SUð2ÞL doublets Lα (α ¼ e, μ, τ), to which we add a right-
handed SM singlet, assumed to be a Majorana fermion and
denoted by N. Throughout this work, we consider the
simple case where this right-handed neutrino mixes exclu-
sively with the active τ neutrino. This corresponds to
simply adding the following contribution to the SM
lagrangian:

−L ⊃ −
mN

2
N̄cN þ gffiffiffi

2
p sin θmixWþ

μ N̄cγμPLτ

þ g
2 cos θw

sin θmixZμN̄cγμPLντ þ H:c: ð1Þ

where mN and θmix denote the mass of the right-handed
neutrino and its mixing angle with active neutrinos,
respectively.
Decay modes. Depending on its mass, a heavy RH

neutrino has access to various 2 and 3-body decay channels
(see e.g. Appendix C of Ref. [28]). At ultrahigh energy
E ≫ mN , the right-handed neutrino is highly boosted, and
its corresponding decay length scales linearly with E and
quadratically with the inverse of its mixing angle θmix,
and can be parametrized as

λNðEÞ ≈
�

E
EeV

��
θmix

0.01

�
−2
LðmNÞ; ð2Þ

where LðmNÞ corresponds to its decay length calculated at
E ¼ 1 EeV and for θmix ¼ 10−2. In Fig. 1, we represent the
evolution of λNðEÞ as a function of the massmN and mixing
angle θmix, and we include the value of the Earth’s diameter
for comparison. One may note that for the range of mixing
angles and the incoming energy considered, RHNs whose
decay length is comparable to this value (and may therefore
help UHE neutrinos propagate over sizeable distances
through the Earth) have masses of Oð1–10Þ GeV.

FIG. 1. The decay length of a right-handed neutrino of energy
E ¼ 10 EeV as a function of its mass mN in a model with mixing
angle θmix. The diameter of the Earth, 2REarth, is provided for
reference.
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Scattering. Given the simplicity of the model, the only
way the RH neutrino can scatter off ordinary matter is
through neutral current (NC) and charged current (CC)
interactions that are inherited from the SM neutrino
interactions. As can be seen from Fig. 2, such interactions
scale like ðsin θmixÞn for diagrams involving n RH neu-
trinos. In practice, the energy of the UHE neutrinos we
consider throughout this work is so large that leptons
scattering off a nucleon are sensitive to its internal structure,
corresponding to a deep inelastic scattering. Given the
corresponding cross sections σNC and σCC (for NC and CC
interactions of neutrinos) as calculated in the SM, one can
obtain the values of the cross sections σNC;mix and σCC;mix
involving RH neutrinos using the appropriate scaling with
the mixing angle, as follows:

σNC;mix ¼ σNC sin2ðθmixÞ;
σCC;mix ¼ σCC sin2ðθmixÞ: ð3Þ

III. UHE NEUTRINO PROPAGATION

A. The SM case

In the Standard Model case, UHE neutrinos incident on
the Earth are likely to interact with nucleons, and may do so
via NC or CC interactions, corresponding to the Oð1Þ
diagrams in Fig. 2. In the NC case, a neutrino will lose
energy but remain a neutrino; in the CC case, the neutrino
will both lose energy and convert to a charged lepton.

FIG. 2. Diagrams involving τ leptons, τ-neutrinos, and the RH neutrino N in the scattering off a nucleon at rest.

FIG. 3. Example tracks for an Earth-traversing UHE τ neutrino in the context of the Standard Model (left panel) and under the
influence of our BSM model (right panel). Black solid lines and dotted lines depict the particle propagating as a τ neutrino and charged
lepton respectively, with larger black dots representing interactions and decays as labeled. The temporary propagation of the particle as a
τ before reconverting to a ντ constitutes an example of ντ regeneration. On the right panel, the propagation of the right-handed neutrino
N is represented in red. The temporary propagation of the particle as a RHN before reverting to a τ or ντ effectively contributes to the ντ
regeneration.
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In this work, we primarily investigate τ neutrinos, ντ, and so
the particle produced in a CC interaction is a τ lepton.
The neutrino-nucleon scatterings cross sections of these

processes scale with the neutrino energy Eν according to
the power-law approximations

σNC ≈ ð2.31 × 10−36 cm2Þ
�

Eν

GeV

�
α

σCC ≈ ð5.53 × 10−36 cm2Þ
�

Eν

GeV

�
α

ð4Þ

where the index α ≈ 0.363 [29], and so the Earth becomes
more opaque to the neutrino flux at higher energies.
Neutrino-electron interactions are subdominant at such
energies [29] and are neglected here.
As is illustrated in Fig. 3, the neutrino resulting from an

NC interaction will likely undergo further scatterings (NC
and CC) as it traverses a chord of the Earth’s interior. The
charged τ lepton produced by a CC interaction will continue
to propagate through the Earth, undergoing various energy
losses via effects such as bremsstrahlung and photonuclear
interactions [30], and will eventually decay, producing a τ
neutrino in a process known as ντ regeneration. The addi-
tional decay products comprise a pair of leptons (one charged
and one neutrino) of lighter flavor; these are neglected, as
neutrinos and charged leptons of lighter flavors cannot
regenerate τ neutrinos through their interactions and decays.
As mentioned, an emergent effect arising from the

combination of CC interactions and τ decays is ντ regen-
eration, whereby a τ neutrino initially scatters with a
nucleon and converts to a τ via a CC interaction, and
later, after propagating some distance, subsequently decays
to revert to a τ neutrino of lesser energy than that with
which it began. The process of ντ regeneration significantly
impacts the flux and energy spectrum of Earth-traversing
UHE neutrinos [31].
The general principle of a regenerative effect (due to

temporary propagation as a different particle species)
motivates this work. Indeed, in the SM, ντ regeneration
is the dominant source of EAS above the EeV scale at
emergence angles ≳Oð10°Þ (see e.g. [31]). Under the
hypothesis of a BSM scenario involving particles long-
lived enough to propagate over distances comparable to the
τ decay length at such energies, it is thus reasonable to
believe that BSM physics could play an important role in
the propagation of UHE neutrinos at such large emergence
angles. This is the nature of our investigation in the case of
our minimal right-handed neutrino model, as the RHN may
play the role of such a particle, providing an intermediate
through which an Earth-traversing UHE neutrino can
significantly regenerate. Large-volume detectors would
then constitute essential observatories for searching for
the existence of potential new physics.
See Ref. [32] for a more comprehensive reference on τ

neutrinos in experiment and simulation.

B. Adding the RHN

We now consider the propagation of ultra-high-energy
neutrinos in the Earth under the influence of the BSM
model described in Sec. II.
In addition to the usual NC and CC interaction pos-

sibilities, a left-handed neutrino traversing the Earth may
now additionally undergo a mixing NC interaction, corre-
sponding to the first OðθmixÞ diagram in Fig. 2. This is
largely analogous to the Standard Model equivalent,
excepting that where the SM case had the particle remain
a left-handed neutrino, ντ, the outgoing particle of the
mixing interaction is the right-handed neutrino N. Relative
to that of the NC interaction, the cross-section of the mixing
NC interaction is suppressed by a factor of sin2 θmix as
expressed in Eq. (3).
The right-handed neutrino produced by such a scattering

continues propagating through the Earth. Like its left-
handed counterpart, it may scatter with a nucleon via two
possible interactions: a mixing NC interaction whereby it
reverts to a ντ, and a mixing CC interaction whereby it
becomes a charged τ lepton (which propagates and ulti-
mately decays back to a ντ as in the SM case). The cross
sections of both interactions are similarly suppressed by a
factor of sin2 θmix, corresponding to the two OðθmixÞ
diagrams in Fig. 2.
In principle, N may undergo a doubly-mixing NC

interaction whereby it remains a right-handed neutrino,
corresponding to the Oðθ2mixÞ diagram in Fig. 2, but the
cross-section of such scattering is suppressed by a factor of
sin4 θmix, and is therefore neglected in our simulation on
statistical grounds.
Also available to the right-handed neutrino, and gen-

erally dominating over the scatterings in our findings, is
RHN decay, as briefly discussed in Sec. II. The decay width
is strongly dependent on the RHN mass mN , with terms in
mN

3 andmN
5, and with larger masses opening up numerous

new hadronic decay channels. RHN decay produces τ
neutrinos and charged τ leptons that propagate onward
within the Earth, behaving as before. A comparison may be
drawn between the production and subsequent decay of an
RHN and the SM process of τ regeneration.
In the SM case, a single initial ντ incident on the Earth

may be regarded (and hence simulated) consistently as a
single particle, undergoing interactions and converting
between ντ and τ (while daughter products of lighter
leptonic flavors are neglected), but remaining one particle
“instance” and resulting in at most one ντ or τ exiting the
Earth. In the RHN case, however, some RHN decay
channels produce multiple instances of the relevant par-
ticles. This includes, for example, the decay

N → νττ
þτ−; ð5Þ

with a branching ratio of 16%–22% for an RHN with mass
3–16 GeV, and so in the context of the BSM model, it is
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necessary to account for the proliferation of a single
particle instance into multiple; the production and sub-
sequent decay of a right-handed neutrino may result in two
or more detectable particles stemming from the same
initial ντ.
The decay of the RHN also constitutes a new avenue for

detection. Analogously with the τ, atmospheric decay via
hadronic channels is likely to instigate an extensive air
shower (EAS) that may be observed by detectors such as
POEMMA and GRAND. Hence, in simulating the propa-
gation described in this section and computing effective
areas and results for detectors, we must consider both the
usual τ and the potential observable decay of the RHN.

C. Simulating with TauRunner

To quantify the effects of our RHN model on Earth-
traversing UHE τ neutrinos, we adapted the Python-based
TauRunner program [33,34] to simulate the processes
described. Using a Monte Carlo approach and numerical
methods, the base version of TauRunner simulates the
behavior of such neutrinos in the Standard Model, includ-
ing features such as NC and CC interactions, charged
lepton energy losses, and charged lepton decay. The impact
of τ regeneration, which emerges from combining these
steps, is considered.
We introduce the right-handed neutrinoN to TauRunner’s

existing inventory of particle species and establish its
interactions with Standard Model particles accordingly,
including the new mixing NC and CC interactions and
the decay of the RHN. Fig. 4 illustrates the possibilities
open to a particle simulated by our adapted TauRunner
program as it traverses a chord length through the Earth.

The path choice at any given juncture is determined by
Monte Carlo methods involving the random sampling of
distributions derived from the relevant cross sections, decay
widths, and branching ratios.
For a given set of model parameters (the RHN mass mN

and the mixing angle θmix) and simulation specifications
(the number n and energy Eν of the initial sample of UHE τ
neutrinos, and the emergence angle θem determining the
chord length they traverse through the Earth), our adapted
TauRunner program provides as an output a list of all Earth-
exiting particles and their energies.
For both species of interest (the τ and the RHN), we

calculate the number of exiting particles as a fraction of
the initial ντ sample, henceforth known as Pexit. It should be
noted that while Pexit can be intuitively regarded as the
probability of an event resulting in an exiting particle of the
given species, it does not correspond directly to a prob-
ability; one could, in principle, find that Pexit > 1 due to the
production of multiple daughter particles by RHN decays,
though with the parameter ranges investigated we generally
expect Pexit ≪ 1.
The adapted TauRunner was run for a range of geometries

between θem ¼ 0.1° and θem ¼ 90°, where we define the
emergence angleθem betweenanEarth-exiting particle’s path
and the surface of the Earth at its point of emergence (see
Fig. 5 for illustrative detail). An angle of θem ¼ 0° thus
denotes a path tangential to the Earth’s surface, with low
values of θem representing Earth-skimming particles and
higher values representing longer chords through the planet’s
interior (up to θem ¼ 90°, which corresponds to a path
traversing the full diameter of the Earth).
Fig. 6 shows the variation of Pexit with θem for different

choices of the parameters and initial ντ energy Eν, with
solid lines for RHNs and dashed lines for charged τ leptons.
At low emergence angles, corresponding to Earth-

skimming events, the mixture of detectable particles is
vastly dominated by the τ leptons expected in the Standard
Model case. The comparatively minuscule quantity of

FIG. 4. Flowchart illustrating the simulation of a particle in our
adapted TauRunner program. Gray items are featured in the base
version of TauRunner, while red items represent the BSM
modifications implemented in our adapted version. Dashed
bordering is applied to those particles that, having exited the
Earth, may enable detection via an EAS in the atmosphere.

FIG. 5. A schematic to illustrate the relevant geometry: the
emergence angle θem, the EAS angle θEAS, and the atmospheric
altitude hatm. We additionally depict GRAND (with its incline of
α) and POEMMA for completeness.
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RHNs depends on θmix; a higher value of the mixing angle
results in more mixing NC interactions capable of produc-
ing RHNs. For the short paths through the Earth’s interior
constituted by low emergence angles, this RHN production
is the dominant process influencing PN

exit.
At higher emergence angles, corresponding to longer

chords, the Earth becomes effectively opaque to UHE
neutrinos in the Standard Model scenario. As a particle
traverses such a large distance through the planet’s interior,
it loses energy via numerous interactions until it can no
longer be considered a UHE neutrino. Our adapted
TauRunner program implements this via a chosen mini-
mum-energy threshold below which a simulated particle is
neglected. For the Pexit plotted in Fig. 6, this cut-off is set
2.5 orders of magnitude below the initial energy Eν of the
ντ sample (e.g. for Eν ¼ 10 EeV, Pexit is defined to include
only those particles that exit with energy E≳ 32 PeV).
While the SM (or low-θmix) τ flux drops away at these

large distances through the Earth, higher choices of θmix
allow for a small flux to be retained, especially at higher Eν.
The influence of the BSM physics, namely regeneration
via the production, propagation, and decay of RHNs,
permits the survival of more particles that may exit as τ
leptons. As demonstrated in the rightmost plot of Fig. 6,
greater values of θmix improve this τ lepton “tail.”
The right-handed neutrino flux often dominates this high

τ flux at high energies. While for Earth-skimming events
(small θem), the RHN flux was improved by increasing the
mixing angle θmix, at longer chord lengths (large θem) the
higher mixing angles begin to deplete it. Over these length
scales, the possible decay of the RHN while still traversing
the Earth becomes significant, rivalling the production of
the RHN (via mixing NC interactions) in influence on the
scaling of PN

exit with θmix. A higher mixing angle allows for
increased production of RHNs, but additionally reduces the
average length λN over which the RHN may propagate
before decaying, as depicted in Fig. 1. In many cases, the

latter effect dominates. As a result, we may see in the
leftmost plot of Fig. 6, for example, that the ordering (by
the size of PN

exit) of the mixing angles used becomes entirely
inverted as we probe higher emergence angles.
The significance of the RHN flux and BSM τ flux

relative to the SM τ background at higher emergence angles
renders this region of θem an area of particular interest. In
later parts of this work, we especially focus on these deeper
particle track geometries.

IV. FROM PROPAGATION TO DETECTION

In the previous sections, we have described how the
presence of new physics—particularly of a right-handed
neutrino mixing with the τ-neutrino—affects the propaga-
tion of UHE neutrinos through the Earth. We now explore
the capacity of large-volume detectors to probe the exist-
ence of new physics in the future using UHE neutrinos.

A. Effective area

Let us first set up the general framework we use to
compute the effective area of a detector. First of all, we will
restrict our study to detectors that hunt for the production of
extensive air showers (EAS) in the atmosphere after a
boosted particle decays into hadrons. This regroups balloon
experiments such as ANITA or PUEO, space-based
observatories such as POEMMA, and Earth-based detec-
tors such as GRAND, Trinity, or Taroge-M. For this class of
detectors, once a charged or neutral lepton exits the Earth, it
may lead to a detectable signal under two conditions: (i) it
must decay within the atmosphere for the EAS to develop
fully, and (ii) this EASmust feature a strong enough electric
field peaking in the vicinity of the detector (for radio
antennas) or a sufficiently high photon yield (for photon
detectors) to trigger observation. As a result, the effective
areas we aim to calculate can be expressed, following
Ref. [12], as

FIG. 6. Variation of Pexit with the emergence angle θem, for a chosen RHN mass of mN ¼ 3 GeV and various choices of the mixing
angle θmix, simulated for different initial neutrino energies Eν. Solid lines are for RHNs and dashed lines are for charged τ leptons.
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d3Ai
eff

dΩνdEν
¼

Z
R2
Eðn⃗E · n⃗νÞdΩE

Z
dEexit

dPi
exit

dEexit
ðθemjEνÞ

Z
dldec

dPi
dec

dl
ðldecjEexitÞPi

detðEexit; r⃗decÞ; i ¼ τ; N: ð6Þ

In this expression, dPi¼τ;N
exit =dEexit denotes the probability

that an incoming neutrino with energy Eν, whose propa-
gation chord exits the Earth with emergence angle θem,
exits the Earth in the form of a τ or N particle with energy
Eexit. Note that for a given incoming flux in the direction
ðθν;ϕνÞ, the emergence angle θem is an implicit function of
the angles ðθE;ϕEÞ with which a cosmic neutrino hits the
Earth’s surface.
After exiting the Earth, the decay probability of a particle

i ¼ τ,N with decay length λi can be written as a function of
its energy Eexit and the distance ldec traveled since exiting
the Earth,

dPi
dec

dl
ðldecjEexitÞ ¼

1

λiðEexitÞ
exp

�
−

ldec

λiðEexitÞ
�
: ð7Þ

Finally, after the particle decays at the location1 r⃗dec, the
probability that the event triggers the detector is defined
as Pi

detðEexit; r⃗decÞ.
Using this general formula, we will now compute the

effective area of two qualitatively different detectors:
GRAND and POEMMA. The former is a ground-based
detector that covers a vast surface area (S ∼Oð105Þ km2)
but is located at relatively low altitude (h ∼Oð1Þ km).
In contrast, the latter has a much smaller spatial exten-
sion (S ∼Oð1Þm2) but is at a very high altitude
(h ∼Oð100Þ km), benefiting from a very large field of
view. Although both features may play an essential role in
the search for new physics, we will see that only one of the
two configurations is beneficial when searching for a GeV-
scale right-handed neutrino.

B. GRAND

The Giant Radio Array for Neutrino Detection
(GRAND) [35] is a planned observatory for detecting
UHE cosmic rays and neutrinos, constituting an array of
radio antennae spread over a mountainous slope. These
antennae are expected to receive the radio emissions of
extensive air showers (EAS) that may result from τ and
RHN decays in our scenario.
In order to model the physical arrangement of GRAND,

we consider a plane inclined at an angle α to the ground at
the detector site. We establish a semicircular region of
radius Rdet within this plane, positioned such that the
straight edge constituted by the semicircle’s diameter
is in contact with the ground along the base of the slope.

This configuration thus represents a region of detectors
over an inclined area of πR2

det=2. We choose the radius of
the semicircular region to have radius Rdet ¼ 80 km in
approximate accordance with GRAND’s expected detector
area of 10; 000 km2 per site, and choose an inclination of
α ¼ 3° to describe a realistic slope available for GRAND’s
use [35].
For a given initial energy Eν, our simulation of GRAND

uses the results of our adapted TauRunner program to
determine dPi

exit=dEexit for each particle species i ¼ τ, N,
interpolated over the full range of the elevation angle θem.
We then follow the prescription described in Sec. IVA; for
each exit energy bin, corresponding to an average decay
length of the exiting particle, the probability of decay is
calculated at successive points along the particle’s path
through the atmosphere after exiting the Earth, and, at each
point, it is determined whether or not such a decay would
trigger a detection in any part of the detector region via the
radiative cone produced by its EAS. Keeping only those
points where a decay would trigger a detection, the decay
probabilities are summed in order to integrate along the
particle’s path [corresponding to the integration over l in
Eq. (6)], and the results for the respective energy bins are
combined (corresponding to the integration over Eexit) to
calculate an overall probability of detection for any given
set of angles describing the particle’s trajectory.
The simulation then iterates over varying incoming

particle orientations (corresponding to a grid over the
celestial sphere) and over a grid of impact locations on
the Earth’s surface, thus integrating over geometric con-
figurations to calculate a total effective area for the detector
for a given initial neutrino energy Eν. The resulting
effective area is multiplied by a factor of 20 to account
for the multiple detectors intended for construction by the
GRAND collaboration.
In Fig. 7 we show the results we obtain for the GRAND

effective area, simulated for varying mixing angle θmix,
integrated over all possible incoming directions Ων, and for
different choices of the initial neutrino energy Eν. As one
can see from the figure, the effective area for detecting τ
leptons, Aτ

eff , is mostly insensitive to the value of θmix, as
any BSM effects are dominated by the SM τ flux. The
predicted effective area for detecting RHNs, AN

eff , increases
with θmix, but is many orders of magnitude smaller than that
for τ leptons, and hence cannot produce a significant signal
relative to the SM background.
This conclusion results from a combination of different

constraints at play in the case of GRAND. First, the range
of emergence angles accessible to GRAND is relatively

1We define r⃗dec as the vector with origin at the particle exit and
end at its decay location.
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narrow, limited to θem ≲Oð1°Þ. In Fig. 8 (left y-axis) we
represented the evolution of the emergence angle of a UHE
neutrino arriving on Earth with a zenith angle θν (placing
the zenith at the location of a GRAND detector). This
emergence angle is mainly limited by the low inclination of
the detector. Indeed, for a mountain slope of elevation α, it
is clear that GRAND cannot observe particles emerging
with angle θem ≲ α (the only margin of error lying in the
opening angle of a Cherenkov cone). At such low emer-
gence angles, SM τ particles easily propagate, whereas
RHNs are difficult to produce. Moreover, the range over

which the exiting particle has to decay to create an EAS that
is detected by GRAND is limited. As can be seen from the
left y-axis of Fig. 8, the typical distance between the exit
point and the detector grows with decreasing emergence
angle, but is quickly limited by the fact that the detector
faces other mountains, about 50 km away, that act as a
cutoff on the propagating chord through the atmosphere at
low emergence angles.
For an isotropic GZK spectrum, we found, using the

current limits from Auger [36], that even a detector with
α ¼ 30° (which is far beyond realistic values implement-
able on Earth), GRANDwould only detect anOð1Þ number
of BSM events after 5 years of exposure when integrating
over all emergence angles and exit energies. As can be seen
from Fig. 7, this number of events is larger at lower
energies, since the effective area increases with energy.
This suggests that if cuts were applied to the exit energies
and emergence angles, and bright enough transient sources
were considered, GRAND may be able to obtain a
measurable signal arising from the existence of RHNs.
However, we could not find a realistic situation where this
happens. Indeed, there are several factors at play, on top of
the limitations already mentioned:
First, in order to efficiently observe transient events, the

field of view of GRAND would need to be quite precisely
aligned with the incoming direction of the burst. However,
the largest version of GRAND would be made of 20
separate detectors that are likely to point in different
directions, significantly reducing the effective area for a
given transient event. In addition, as can be seen from
Fig. 6, the lowest energy channel sees BSM events only
dominate at very large emergence angles that are much
larger than those accessible to GRAND.
We hence find that GRAND is inappropriate for probing

our particular BSMmodel. Due to its geometry, GRAND is
expected to primarily observe events with low emergence
angles, corresponding to particles that skim the Earth with
short chord lengths. As illustrated by the variation of Pexit
with θem in Fig. 6, neither the production of RHNs nor the
variation in detectable τ flux are expected to produce a
significant signal relative to the SM τ background at these
low emergence angles, and so, for this BSM scenario, a
detector capable of observing events at higher emergence
angles (corresponding to longer chords through the Earth)
is of greater interest.
We wish to emphasize that, although GRAND is

disfavored compared to other space-based telescopes in
this particular situation, it could be competitive in searching
for BSM scenarios that involve particles with shorter
lifetimes than our RHN candidate. Models where an
extended spectrum of heavy particles with decay length
≲Oð1 − 10Þ km (such as string theory or models involving
extra dimensions, see e.g. [37–40]) could potentially lead to
situations where a large number of BSM particles exit the
Earth and decay within a short distance. While such a

FIG. 7. The variation of the effective area Ai
eff calculated from

our GRAND simulation with the mixing angle θmix, for τ leptons
(i ¼ τ, dashed) and RHNs (i ¼ N, solid), for different choices of
the initial neutrino energy Eν. We note for clarity that the
dashed black line and dashed light blue line for Eν ¼ 1 EeV
and Eν ¼ 100 EeV τ leptons respectively are overlapping.

FIG. 8. Evolution of the emergence angle (plain lines, left
y-axis) and the average distance between the detector location
and the particle exit point (dashed lines, right y-axis), as a
function of the incoming UHE neutrino’s zenith angle with
respect to the detector vertical.
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possibility may be promising for UHECR or UHE neutrino
searches using large-volume detectors such as GRAND, we
leave such a study for future work.

C. POEMMA

The Probe Of Extreme Multi-Messenger Astrophysics
(POEMMA) comprises two satellites orbiting at an altitude
of about 525 km [41]. It is designed to operate using two
possible configurations: one using the stereo air fluorescence
technique, where the satellites are positioned in a quasi-nadir
viewing configuration (POEMMA-stereo mode), and the
other targeting upward-going tau neutrinos via Cherenkov
signals where the two satellites are pointed closer to theEarth
limb (POEMMA-limb mode). The POEMMA instruments
are programmed to point toward the direction of a transient
source rapidly and can track it over time.
Given the very high altitude of the detector, as compared

to the atmospheric location where the EAS is emitted,
POEMMAwill benefit from an extraordinary field of view.
As can be seen from Fig. 8, it can probe both very small and
very large emergence angles depending on the mode
chosen, and the distance dexit between the particle exit
point and the detector is significantly larger than for
GRAND, providing plenty of room for long-lived particles
to decay before reaching the detector. Another advantage of
this high altitude is that the extension of the Cherenkov
cone at the detector level may spread over a hundred
kilometres, thus greatly enhancing the detector’s effective
area despite its small spatial extension compared to
GRAND. Nonetheless, the photon yield must be suffi-
ciently large at the detector level for an EAS to trigger
detection. Accurately computing the detection probability
Pi
det would therefore require simulating with precision the

development of the shower within the atmosphere, estimat-
ing the flux of photons arising from the EAS propagation,
and running a proper detector simulation. Performing such
a thorough analysis is beyond the scope of this paper, as it
would require using the detector simulation programs
developed by the POEMMA collaboration itself to derive
robust predictions. Instead, we would like in this paper to
demonstrate that such an analysis is worth the effort by
using simplified but realistic approximations to obtain
POEMMA’s effective area. In particular, we will consider
for each exiting particle that its decay triggers detection,
except for
(1) Events for which the detector is not contained within

the Cherenkov cone over which the EAS spreads;
(2) Exiting particles that decay outside the lower atmos-

phere, for which the EAS would not fully develop
[11,42,43];

(3) Events originating from the decay of particles with
exit energies Eexit < 0.1 EeV (for reasons that will
become clear later).

Before continuing, we make a few comments to clarify how
we implemented some of these conditions numerically.

Indeed, both the capacity of a decaying particle to create an
EAS and the opening angle of the resulting Cherenkov
cone vary continuously with the altitude at which the decay
occurs, and also with the energy and direction of the
particle decaying. Moreover, once the shower is created, its
density of photons per square metre at the level of
POEMMA can be attenuated if it has to cross a thick
layer of atmosphere on the way. An extensive description of
the different elements that affect the detection of an EAS,
and the capacity of POEMMA to detect such EASs, can be
found in Refs. [11,42,43]. From Ref. [43], which presents
numerical results in the case of an emergence angle
θem ¼ 10°, one can observe that decays at high altitudes
(≳20 km) may lead to EASs with a reduced opening angle
accessible to detection by POEMMA (≲0.5°). In contrast,
decays at lower altitudes (≲15 km) can lead to an opening
angle as large asOð3°–5°Þ. To avoid reproducing the results
of Ref. [43] numerically, we assumed a fixed value of the
opening angle detectable by POEMMA, choosing bench-
mark values that spread within the range 1.5° ≤ θEAS ≤ 3.5°.
The altitude at which the EAS is produced also affects the
efficiency of the detection [43]. Throughout this work,we fix
the maximum altitude for the production of the EAS, and
survey over several benchmark values within the range
15 km ≤ hEAS ≤ 25 km to estimate the influence of such
a choice on the final results.2 In Fig. 9, we illustrate our
findings with a plot of the effective area of POEMMA (for an
emergence angle θem ¼ 70°, averaged over energy in the
range [1,100] EeV) against mixing angle for various RHN
masses.
As can be seen from Fig. 9, although the effective area of

POEMMA increases monotonically with mixing angle for
mN ≲ 5 GeV, for larger masses it features reaches a

FIG. 9. Effective area of POEMMA, averaged over bins of
energy Eν in the range [1,100] EeVand for an emergence angle of
the incoming UHE neutrino of θem ¼ 70°.

2From Refs. [44,45], one can also observe that the air
fluorescence yield evolution with the shower’s altitude is about
half its peak value at about 25 km, which comforts us regarding
the choice of benchmark points used throughout this work.
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maximum before falling back to its SM value. Indeed,
RHNs with large mixing to the SM scatter more easily with
the Earth’s nucleons, and have a shorter decay length (as
can be seen from Fig. 1), which reduces their capacity to
exit the Earth. On the other hand, small mixing angles,
despite allowing RHNs to escape easily from the Earth,
hinder their production by UHE neutrinos in the first place,
and render the RHNs very long-lived, preventing them
from decaying before they pass the location of the detector.

V. SEARCHING STRATEGY

Now that we have described how the existence of an
RHN may affect the propagation of UHE neutrinos through
the Earth and their contribution to the production of EASs
in the atmosphere, we shall demonstrate how the study of
the angular distribution of such events may be used to test
such a BSM scenario.
From the probability distributions exhibited in Fig. 6, it

is clear that an RHN can affect the capacity of UHE
neutrinos to exit the Earth’s surface, especially at large
emergence angles. To test the existence of this RHN using
large volume detectors such as POEMMA, we shall
estimate to what extent different UHE neutrino sources
may lead to a measurable deviation from the SM when
detecting events at very large emergence angles. In order to
do so, one requires information on the incoming flux being
tested and robust theoretical predictions for the angular
distribution of events expected both in the SM and in the
hypothesis of a BSM scenario.
As we have seen in the previous sections, the neutrino

exit probability is insensitive to the presence of the RHN at
low emergence angles ≲Oð10°Þ and is largely dominated
by exiting UHE τ’s, whose detection probability is also
insensitive to our BSM hypothesis. For a given source,
detecting events at low emergence angles can thus help
accurately estimate the flux and direction of the incoming
neutrinos considered. Thanks to the multiplicity of detec-
tors that look for UHE neutrinos at low emergence angles, it
is therefore possible that several detectors could observe the
same flux at different emergence angles. In the case of
POEMMA, it would even be conceivable that the two
satellites point simultaneously at the same source from
different angles. In what follows, we will hence assume
that, based on measurements at low emergence angles, the
flux of incoming UHE neutrinos is known, regardless of
the nature of the source considered. We will then study the
possibility that POEMMA can observe such a source at a
large emergence angle ≫10°, and estimate the region of
parameter space that POEMMA could help probe in the
future.

A. Diffuse vs transient sources

Many different sources can produce a flux of UHE
neutrinos in the Universe. Depending on the nature of the

source, such a flux may be constant and isotropic (as is the
case for cosmogenic (GZK) neutrinos) or may result from a
transient event, localized in space, and lasting only a finite
amount of time.
The case of a diffuse UHE neutrino background is quite

constrained, according to the ANITA, Auger, and IceCube
collaborations [36,46,47]. Given the planned sensitivity of
POEMMA, even by increasing its field of view up to 360°,
the collaboration can only hope to detect Oð10 − 100Þ
events in 5 years of observation [2]. Such events are likely
to be observed preferentially at low emergence angles.
Therefore, we can confidently rule out the possibility that a
diffuse UHE neutrino flux helps detect the existence of new
physics using large-volume detectors at large emergence
angles. Instead, we will focus on what follows on UHE
neutrinos produced by transient sources.
In recent publications, POEMMA was shown to con-

stitute an excellent instrument for performing target-of-
opportunity neutrino observations [1]. In particular, it can
detect over a hundred events when looking at short and
long bursts producing UHE neutrinos at a distance of
Oð10Þ Mpc. Moreover, in the circumstance that a transient
astrophysical event producing UHE neutrinos should take
place at a shorter distance, this number could be easily
increased by several orders of magnitude, given the scaling
of the corresponding neutrino flux with the inverse distance
squared.
From Fig. 6, it can be seen that an incoming neutrino

with energy 100 EeV can produce an RHN exiting the
Earth at large emergence angles with probability Oð10−4Þ.
A burst for which POEMMA could detect 104 events at a
low emergence angle (corresponding to a source located
about an Mpc away from the Earth) could thus potentially
produce Oð1Þ event at emergence angles ≳10°.
Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs)—UHE explosions involving

a massive star’s collapse or the merger of two compact
objects—constitute prime targets of multimessenger
astronomy that can typically last over tens of milliseconds
to hundreds of seconds. They have been detected using
gravitational waves [48] and were proposed as potential
sources of UHECRs and astrophysical neutrinos (see e.g.
[49,50]). On October 9th 2022, a particularly bright GRB
(named GRB 221009A) was observed about 637 Mpc
away from the Earth [51]. The burst triggered the Gamma-
Ray Burst Monitor (GBM) [52], the Burst Alert Telescope
(BAT) [53], the Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT) [54],
and the LHAASO collaboration [55] at various energies.
Various publications (see e.g. Refs. [56,57]), while trying to
understand why no muon-neutrino track was detected by
IceCube [58], proposed models to explain the timing and
energy distribution of the gamma rays observed while
predicting the expected flux of UHE neutrinos up to
energies of Oð100Þ EeV.
In what follows, we will take GRB 221009A as a

benchmark example and use the corresponding UHE
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neutrino fluence derived in Ref. [56] to search for our RHN
candidate using POEMMA. We will then extrapolate this
result to sources at arbitrary redshift by considering that the
UHE neutrino flux of a source at a distance D from the
Earth can be obtained from the flux calculated for GRB
221009A at a distance DGRB221009A by simply rescaling the
result published in Ref. [56] by a factor ðDGRB221009A=DÞ2.
We show in Fig. 10 the energy fluence EνF ν expected for
such event as a function of the incoming neutrino energy Eν

for variance cosmic distances. In what follows, we will
consider distances that scale roughly between the size of
the Milky Way 30 kpc and our distance from the
Andromeda galaxy, located at about 765 kpc. Nearby
events such as these would be observed by other detectors,
subject to geography; Fig. 17 of Ref. [59] provides a
helpful overview of sensitivities. If it is assumed, for
example, that the fluence of neutrinos with energy 109 ≤
Eν ≤ 1010 given for IceCube Gen2 would result in Oð1Þ
events, the fluence produced by such a GRB at a distance of
0.5 Mpc in Fig. 10 would result in Oð105–106Þ events in
this energy window. Although GRBs at this proximity are
expected to be rare, detecting such events with UHECR and
UHE neutrino detectors would constitute a compelling
instrumental test for new physics.

VI. RESULTS

We now turn to present our results. Using the incoming
τ-neutrino fluence introduced above, we imagine that
POEMMA could point at the event rapidly at an angle
large enough to be sensitive to the effect of new physics.
Simultaneously, we envision that other large-volume detec-
tors operating at low emergence angles may detect the same
event and be able to evaluate the total value of its neutrino
flux. Given the value of this flux (corresponding to a given
brightness and distance of the event from Earth), we used
our code to calculate the energy distribution of EAS events
that POEMMA could detect at various emergence angles,
both in the case of the SM and in the hypothesis of an RHN
that couples exclusively to the τ neutrino. For emergence

FIG. 10. Neutrino fluence expected from the explosion of a
GRB similar to GRB 221009A, as taken from Ref. [56] and
rescaled as a function of the distance D considered.

FIG. 11. Sensitivity of the proposed RHN search using POEMMA, for an emergence angle of 60°, and considering a GRB similar to
GRB 221009A, as taken from Ref. [56] and rescaled as a function of the distance D considered. The search is restricted to events with
exiting energies 10 ≤ Eexit ≤ 100 EeV (left panel) and 1 ≤ Eexit ≤ 100 EeV (right panel). Limits from CHARM [60], DELPHI [61],
and SHiP [62] are included for comparison.
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angles≳60°, we tested with our MC simulation that the SM
background is zero with a precision ofOð10−10Þ for all exit
energy bins considered. We hence used an exit probability
for SM particles of 10−10 for these large emergence angles.
Using the flux described above, we then calculated a
corresponding number of events for both SM and BSM
particles. We demanded a rejection of the BSM hypothesis
with a 99.7% confidence level (CL).
In Fig. 11, we present our results in the case of an

emergence angle of 60°, while restricting our search to
EAS with energies E∈ ½10; 100� EeV (left panel) and
E∈ ½1; 100� EeV (right panel). As one can see from these
figures, different RHN masses and mixing angles jUNτj ≈
θmix can give rise to detectable signals with different exit
energies. Namely, low RHN masses (≲3 GeV) with small
mixing angles (jUNτj2 ∼ 10−6) can be probed exclusively
by selecting events with exit energy ≲10 EeV whereas
larger RHN masses can be probed down to jUNτj2 ∼ 10−7

by searching for events with exit energy in the range
10 ≤ Eexit ≤ 100 EeV. In these figures, we also indicate for
comparison current limits from CHARM [60], DELPHI
[61], and SHiP [62]. Such constraints would also be
complementary with future HL-LHC searches [63], and
with future dedicated UHECR searches proposed in
Ref. [64] for probing the existence of HNLs in the mass
range Oð10 MeV − 2 GeVÞ.
As one can see, the sensitivity of POEMMA to the

existence of an RHN is thus competitive with existing
constraints, even for GRBs that would take place at
distances larger than 1 Mpc. It may provide complementary
probes to such a scenario compared to future long-lived
particle search experiments. Another interesting feature of

our results is that the obtained constraint, rather than setting
an upper bound on the mixing angle, probes a band in the
ðmN; θmixÞ-plane. This can be understood by considering
the shape of the effective areas obtained in Fig. 9, and is
similar to searches of BSM particles escaping supernovae
(see e.g. Ref. [65]) in which too strong a coupling keeps
BSM particles trapped in the body through which they
propagate, whereas overly small couplings render them
difficult to produce and harder to observe.

A. Sensitivity to the used parameters

As we discussed in Sec. IV, to simulate the capacity of
POEMMA to detect EASs after they are produced, we
chose to fix:

(i) The value of the larger altitude hatm under which
these showers need to form to be detectable;

(ii) The effective opening angle of the Cherenkov cone
θEAS that can be detected by POEMMA.

Naturally, one could wonder to which extent our results
are sensitive to such choices. In Fig. 12, we vary such
parameters independently within the ranges motivated in
Sec. IV, for a fixed emergence angle θem ¼ 60° and exit
energies restricted to the range 10 ≤ Eexit ≤ 100 EeV. As
expected, the larger the Cherenkov cone opening angle (left
panel) and the larger the atmosphere altitude (right panel)
considered, the more sensitive the proposed search is to our
BSM hypothesis. However, it is remarkable that even by
restricting the atmosphere of 10 km of altitude, or the
Cherenkov opening angle to 1.5°, the search for an RHN for
sources as far as an Mpc away from the Earth still allows
probing a significant fraction of the parameter space.

FIG. 12. Sensitivity of the proposed RHN search using POEMMA, for an emergence angle of 60°, considering a transient source
similar to GRB 221009A, as taken from Ref. [56], happening atD ¼ 50 kpc away from the Earth. The search is restricted to events with
exiting energies 10 ≤ Eexit ≤ 100 EeV. It uses varying values of the effective Cherenkov opening angle θEAS (left panel) and atmosphere
altitude hatm (right panel). Limits from CHARM [60], DELPHI [61], and SHiP [62] are included for comparison.
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VII. CONCLUSION

In thiswork,wehave studied the influence ofBSMphysics
on the behavior of UHE neutrinos within the Earth and their
possible measurement at large-volume observatories.
In particular, we have introduced a right-handedMajorana

neutrino that mixes with the left-handed τ neutrino, and
we have presented the relevant physics affecting Earth-
traversing events in this case. The TauRunner program,
which simulates the propagation of UHE neutrinos and
charged leptons through the Earth, was adapted to our model
and used to compute the probability of UHE neutrino [or its
daughter particle(s)] exiting the Earth after propagating
through its interior.
We have then considered the production of extensive air

showers from the decay of τ leptons and right-handed
neutrinos of GeV-scale mass. Finally, we have modeled the
ground-based GRAND radio array and the space-based
POEMMA observatory to estimate the detection proba-
bility of such events in the near future.
We found that UHE neutrinos entering and exiting the

Earth with a low emergence angle (corresponding to the
short chords traversed by Earth-skimming particles) pro-
duce a subdominant BSM signal in comparison to the
Earth-exiting τ flux expected in the Standard Model; this
severely limits the potential of GRAND, whose field of
view favors the observation of small emergence angles, in
this particular investigation. POEMMA, which probes
larger emergence angles corresponding to longer chords
through the Earth, is of greater interest in this scenario.
We have investigated the possibility of testing our BSM

scenario with diffuse and transient UHE neutrino sources,
such as cosmogenic GZK neutrinos or neutrinos produced
during GRBs observed in nearby galaxies. We conclude
that, while diffuse fluxes were too low for extracting a BSM
signal over the SM background, transient sources may
provide large enough fluxes and feature high enough UHE
neutrino energies to allow for the identification of signifi-
cant deviations from the SM case using POEMMA in the
future.
Using recent simulations of the expected flux of UHE

neutrinos predicted for the event GRB 221009A, we have
assumed that a similar GRB would take place at various
distances from the Earth and searched for regions of the
parameter space where one could extract a deviation from
the SM case at the 99.7% confidence level. We have
therefore scanned over RHN masses and mixing angles and
identified currently unconstrained regions of the parameter
space for which this can be the case.
Because the existence of BSM physics affects the

propagation of UHE neutrinos through the Earth, and thus
their angular and energy distribution once they exit the
Earth, we found that restricting searches of EAS that reach
the detector to different ranges of energies and emergence
angles can lead to probing very different regions of the
parameter space.

In particular, we have presented results for an event
observed with an emergence angle of 60° and showed that
low RHN masses (≲3 GeV) with small mixing angles
(jUNτj2 ∼ 10−6) could be probed exclusively by selecting
events with exit energy ≲10 EeV, whereas larger RHN
masses can be probed down to jUNτj2 ∼ 10−7 by searching
for events with exit energy in the range 10 ≤ Eexit ≤
100 EeV.
We have also varied the parameters used in our detector

simulations—namely, the maximum altitude before which
an EAS can be produced, and the EAS opening angle that
can trigger the detector—and have found that such a search
would remain competitive regardless of the parameters
chosen.
To our knowledge, this study is the first that considers

the possibility of testing the existence of long-lived BSM
particles using large-volume detectors. We believe this
direction has a rich untapped potential that can be studied in
various contexts.
In this work, we have considered that our RHN mixes

exclusively with the τ active neutrino. A natural extension
of this model would be to include three flavors of right-
handed neutrinos that couple to all three flavors of active
left-handed neutrinos and to simulate the propagation of
leptons of different flavors through the Earth. Including
muons in the inventory of detectable particles may be of
particular interest, as the profile of UHE particles that can
exit the Earth in their case has been shown to be fairly
different to that for ντ CRs [43]. Also, tracking the
propagation of νe and νμ through the Earth may lead to
secondary contributions to τ-induced EASs that are not
accounted for in this study but could be of interest for future
searches [66].
In principle, any theoretical setting in which Earth-

traversing UHE neutrinos produce relatively long-lived
intermediate particles could be of interest, perhaps including
theories featuring majorons, additional right-handed neutri-
nos, or a more extensive BSM sector. In particular, wewould
like to stress that a scenario in which intermediate BSM
particles are abundantly produced, but have a shorter decay
length as compared to our RHN candidate, may be more
compelling for detection with lower altitude detectors than
POEMMA, such as GRAND, Taroge-M, PUEO, or Trinity.
Another line of investigation underway is the application

of such simulations to objects in the Solar System other
than the Earth, allowing for variance in size and density
profile, though enacting the described detection techniques
further afield would be subject to the intent of future space
missions.
In summary, we have simulated the behavior of Earth-

traversing UHE neutrinos as affected by the BSM addition
of a right-handed neutrino, and demonstrated that the
influence of BSM physics on this physical setting (par-
ticularly in scenarios that provide a relatively long-lived
intermediate particle) might constitute an avenue for
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probing new physics and the parameter space of BSM
theories.
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